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About This Game

Hours of gameplay in two fictitious routes with Inter-City, semifast, stopping and empty coaching stock train services. All
services have tens of departures over the 14hr daytime timetables, running times varying between 15 and 120 minutes. You can

choose to drive any train while the other trains run under computer control.

Great replayability. Your driving style and timekeeping are evaluated and scored upon completing a run. Try the same run
again to reach a higher score by braking more accurately or by driving more economically. You'll still need to prepare for

suprises as traffic and delays may change from run to run.

For beginners and experienced trainsimmers alike. Integrated tutorials are included to assist beginning drivers in learning
the train controls and operation. An optional key assistant shows which keys to press, when and why. Enable simple controls to

operate the train with up/down keys only, while the actual throttle, shifter and brake levers are computer-controlled.
Experienced drivers can operate the levers and other controls directly from the keyboard.

 BR diesel railcar classes included: 112, 117, 122, 126 and 127

 All parts of the vehicle drive train (engines, fluid couplings, gearboxes, torque converters) are simulated to ensure
realistic behaviour

 The suspension of each vehicle is made up of axle boxes, bogie frames, planks and bolsters, all individually simulated to
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make the vehicle bounce and sway over uneven trackwork

 Two fictitious routes with different characteristics totalling over 150 miles: 4- and 2-track main lines, short urban and
suburban lines, mountainous rural single track lines

 Route features: semaphore signalling, trackwork with superelevated curves, klothoid transition curves and individual rail
joints

 Regular runs and special rescue runs where a train has broken down at one of the stations and you're dispatched from
the depot to get it back
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I like the game its fun, but its not worth a full price, they removed SO MUCH from the previously games , i felt like i got less ..
Best Battlefield game as of yet, hands down.. Good old times. Tiara`s Blessing!. Quantum Conscience is an interesting visual
novel that I'd recommend to anyone whose a fan of the genre.

The game revolves less around spoken choices, and choices are instead influenced by the use of the protagonists telepathic
ability, which is a nice break from the "good option, neutral option, bad option" styles in most other similar games.

There's also four different endings, and the ability to romance characters, regardless of the protagonists gender, which is a nice
bonus.

Overall, I'd give it an 8\/10, it's definitely more than worth it's low price.. Note- For some reason Simutrans (or atleast my copy)
counts the time spent in steam launch helper as game time instead of actually being in game.

This game is awesome. I'm glad I didn't look up any guides, because figuring stuff out is really fun. I even figured out how to
make my own maps. You should really get this game, it's free, what do you have to lose?. Fun game for just messing around in.
Though the only downside is that I could only find a few (about 8) mods that were for this game. But going up the ranks and
blowing up buildings with your rather large pile of C4 is always the best choice.. I've seen worse, but only a few.

The controls are obnoxious and don't really make movement possible while shooting. Moving around is a challenge by itself,
even on your own ship, especially if you're trying to open a console. Which is another thing, objects with which you can interact
should be more obvious from the background.

Overall, the game has a lot on which it can improve, I barely played it before dying without understanding why. I believe there
was a glitch and a monster killed me before it showed up on screen. Who knows.

I'll leave an updated review if I play it further. Bottom line: don't buy unless it's a dollar.. Yet another great game and the music
is perfection and might just be my favorite part. Play as Chael and help the true God of Metal cleanse the world of demons and
false metal gods! Great job, as always.. This game is a great take on the city builder genre. Unique, fun, creative, funny
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If you enjoy old school tile based dungeon crawling (turn based, I might add) in the vein of Wizardry and Might and
Magic...buy this game.

If you enjoy exploring an overhead map while trying to rebuild a civilization, in the vein of Heroes of Might and Magic...buy
this game.

If you think that the two combined is like peanut butter and chocolate, REALLY BUY THIS GAME.. ing♥♥♥♥♥♥physx
wont work
. Like, it's a math game... It's not particularly bad, it's just not worth it. _/(o.O)\_. Game Information

Phantasmat: The Endless Night Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by Eipix
Entertainment and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The third chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Phantasmat" and "Crucible Peak."

Since this is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different difficulty game modes to choose from: Easy; Medium; Hard and Custom.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly. It also indicates that there
are tasks that can be completed at certain locations. The interactive map is not automatically given at the start of the game.

There is a padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

There are interactive items in the game. Some of these interactive items may require extra components before they can be interact
with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Riddled items; Find 'x' amount items;Shadow items; Traditional word list. Some
of these hidden object scenes may require little or no interactions. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them. Most of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section.

There is a collectible in the game: Eye. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find.

Since this is a collector's edition, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

There are thirteen different achievements to unlock from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with some
requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Objects; Bonus Puzzles; Soundtracks; Wallpapers; Concept Art;
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Souvenir Room and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra features can be access only after the entire game is completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. i bought it weeks ago and it wont let me play...why?
it will load up to capcom screen but no title screen.
what is going on?!. This title is only chapter 1 of a 3 part story. The story is mildly interesting, however unless you know saints
and bishops by sight you cannot pass the game without using hints constantly or just randomly clicking dudes in robes. The art
work is decent but some of the items do not look like the description...so you must use the hint button again and again. A
construction helmet looked like a school notebook with a metal circle taped to it. Overall I just kept clicking until it ended but I
wasn't really having fun.. Girls Like Robots is a puzzle based game, it starts off fairly easy but as more rules and characters get
brought in it can be a little challenging.

If you're worried about getting stuck part way through there are plenty of helpful guides out there if needed.

-

I have 100% on this game so it is able to be completed with all the achievements, though one is fairly annoying.

The annoying achievement is based on one of the side games (though using the term "side game" doesn't really seem fair) you
will probably play upon completing the main section of the game, I don't know if it bugged out for me or if its like that for
everyone but you just had to leave the game running, on screen, whilst a character falls and builds up your score. I ended up
leaving it on overnight when I knew I would be having a lie in.

Crash after subscribing to workshop routes:
Many of you have noticed that there are new routes in the workshop available for subscription. Something that wasn't clearly
mentioned before is that the routes work in the beta test version only! Trying to use them in the current version will crash the game
when you try to open any of the (old) routes.

If the game crashes upon opening a route you can fix it either by:
1) unsubscribing from the routes in the workshop, or,
2) downloading the new beta test version by opening your Steam client and right-clicking on the game, then selecting Properties
from the pop-up menu. From the properties window go to the Betas tab and choose the beta from the drop-down menu (no
password required).

Apologies for the inconvenience!. Bugfix update released:
Version 1.2.3 is a bugfix update with many small fixes and improvements based on your reports and suggestions. Here are the
changes:

Controls. Route editor beta test:
To participate in the testing, please open your Steam client and right-click on the game, then select Properties from the pop-up menu.
From the properties window go to the Betas tab and choose the beta from the drop-down menu (no password required).

Route editor. Timetable editor available:
The first editor is now public along with Workshop support!

Click the "New" or "Edit" buttons at the top of the service selection screen to open the timetable editor, or choose a different
timetable from the drop-down menu. To do stuff in the editor, click on things or empty space with the right-hand mouse button. A
quick guide for using the timetable editor will be added to the guides soon.

The existing timetables have also been revised for this update: the running and starting times are now more relaxed for some
services that previously were impossible to finish on time. You still may need to try a particular service multiple times to get
favourable traffic conditions from the random number generator.
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Don't miss the new experimental shiftwork timetable for the demo route! The "Failed buffet" service is intended to be rescued
instead of driven normally.

More changes:

Graphics. Route editor preview video 2 (Scenery):
More progress on the route editor, this is how scenery editing works now (no audio, video sped up by 30%):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=booAZfdtU6c

The main principle of the first version is to allow easy and fast creation of vast areas of scenery at the expense of details. More
detailed control and features will be added in future updates.

The scenery features proved to be very hard to program correctly and there's still plenty of code to fix and old one to remove, but
the first beta version should be ready for testing before the end of the year
. Timetable editor beta:
The first beta version of the timetable editor is now available! The editor enables you to create your own traffic to the existing
routes with custom station stops, running times and train formations. Head over to 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/750170/discussions/0/1741090847739353495/ for instructions and discussion.. Another small
bugfix update:
More small bugfixes! This new version should require a bit less memory than the old one and be less prone to crashing.

Notice: simple controls are the default again. You may need to disable them from the Tutorials button to use realistic controls 
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1354698374

Here are the changes:

Graphics. Route editor preview video 1:
Work on the route editor is still progressing! Most of the track, signal, station and other infrastructure editing features are ready.
Scenery editing still needs to be completed before the first beta test version can be released. The video below shows how the 2D and
3D editing modes work.

https://youtu.be/s5t56Lgnysw
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